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                                                       Dr. Carol Rosin 

 
 

UFO and the STATE 
 

I’d like to begin this presentation by immediately going to the bottom line:  

THERE ARE NO EVIL ALIENS! PERIOD. 
 

As many of you may know, I had the great privilege of working side by side at Fairchild 

Industries with the late Dr. Wernher von Braun for the last four years of his life. As I have 

said in other venues, von Braun taught me that, in the future, there would be a push to base 

weapons in space. He said, the final excuse to do this, to emplace these space-based 

weapons, would be the warning, a lie, that we must protect ourselves from an attack from 

space by a hostile alien life form. Von Braun called this “the last card.”  

 

Contrary to the propaganda that some are using to frighten us, I can tell you on great 

authority that humans are not, I repeat, are NOT, fighting with aliens in space or on earth.  

Also, there are no abductions occurring now.  In fact, I can tell you with absolute certainty, 

assurances that I personally have had from the ETs themselves, that they are ready to land 

by invitation to share what they know in order to help us survive the various insults with 

which we have assaulted our Mother Earth.  They have shown us what they are capable of 

doing. They can shut down our missiles-without weapons. They simply have no intention 

of harming us or enslaving us as some would have us believe for their own purposes. The 

question, of course, is what IS the purpose of those who seek to instill fear in our hearts? 
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Their purpose, of course, is to make us afraid. This is always the purpose of those who 

profit from war and conflict: to make us afraid. The great American writer George Orwell 

once said, “Every war when it comes, or before it comes, is represented not as a war but as 

an act of self-defense against a homicidal maniac.” 

 

They are not going to interfere to save us.  They will leave if humans set off a nuclear 

bomb with intention to harm, OR if we place weapons in outer space. They have done no 

experimenting on humans for several years-not since they discovered why some of us live 

in the light while others preach war and destruction.    

 

They come from other locations in the universes and they function in dimensions.  They do 

not live inside this earth as some seem to think.  They have met with millions of humans 

and warned about nuclear weapons and other threats to humanity.  They are no threat to 

humanity or our environment.  They are here and more can come if invited to where they 

will be able to arrive and land without getting shot down.  They know how to materialize 

and de-materialize and how to survive and travel enormous distances.  They have learned 

how to use their mind/consciousness. They are real.  UFOs are real.  Earth’s weapons are 

ineffective against them.  They have shown they can shut down our missiles –without 

weapons. This is part of the message and awareness they say humanity is now ready to 

receive. But they also know many humans have egos that are stuck in various belief 

systems. Clearly, for whatever reasons, some of us may not be ready to accept this reality.  

 

On the other hand, more and more humans are opening to a higher frequency of 

consciousness and, because of this, it is possible that humanity can evolve in time to save 

itself from extinction. Maybe!  Unfortunately, like it or not, unless we rapidly evolve a 

consciousness of peace, there are strong indications that we, our human species, will not 

survive for more than about ten years, not if we continue down the path we are travelling. 

As an ET said to me, “There are no guarantees due to the huMan ego.” 

 

Thus, we are at a crossroads. I pray that those assembled here understand that at this 

crossroads, at this critical time: one road leads to peaceful cooperation with those entities 

who are here to help us, while the other road leads to catastrophic war and death. 

 

These are messages I’ve bought to you from real live ETs.  With this statement I, for the 

fist time, admit in public that I have been visited by ETs.  One encounter occurred in 

Phoenix, Arizona. Just a few years ago.  I was there to deliver a speech at a conference. In 

the hotel room with me was a highly respected psychologist, Dr. Robert Zanger. He came 

to talk because I had founded a space institute and he thought I might know what was 

going on.  He was concerned that there would be wide-spread panic if and when an extra-

terrestrial culture manifested itself on earth. He thought it would be a good idea to set up 

counseling centers to help people who were frightened by such an event. 

 

Our visitors came in through the wall! They stayed for about an hour and a half during 

which time I was able to speak to them and receive their responses. All of this interaction 
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happened telepathically. They gave me absolute assurances that they were not hostile, none 

are, and they were only here to encourage us to take the correct road that will lead us to 

peace. I have also been onboard one of their craft.  And, along with approximately 80 

others, I have seen a massive UFO slowly fly by, very low and very close.   

 

Some statements I’ve made through the years were messages imparted to me by our space 

brothers and sisters. But until now I never credited the source of this information I 

received.  I was told by the ETs to not speak until I was certain it was the right time and 

place, and to the right people.  

 

The title of my talk today is “UFOs and the STATE.” This title is vitally important because 

it refers to the impact UFOs can and will have on the STATE, on every country, as well as 

on the “state” of all living beings, on our environment, and on our planet. 

  

But first I would like to take this opportunity to thank Alexander Semyonov, President of 

the Association of “Ecology of the Unknown” and Professor Timur Timerbulatov, 

President of the KONTI Group, for giving me this extraordinary opportunity to speak with 

you in this Presidium at Siegel Readings, December, 2017. And I’d like to thank President 

Vladimir Putin for his continued call for maintaining peace and encouraging cooperative 

international ventures in outer space with a Treaty to ensure that no nation will imperil this 

peace with the introduction of space-based weapons that would change the current 

dynamic forever, thrusting us down the dark path of confrontation and violence.  The 

Treaty is currently entitled the Treaty on the Prevention of the Placement of Weapons 

in Outer Space.  After you hear my remarks, I hope you will reach out to all world leaders 

to quickly sign this Treaty, thus making it into binding world law. This is a pivotal step.   

 

After four decades of my work in this arena, I must confess: the day I received this 

invitation, I was planning to retire. I was giving up. I’ve been focused on this for so many 

years, day and night. Nothing I’ve done has changed our path at this crossroads. We are, 

therefore, ever closer to our own human extinction and the extinction of our fellow 

creatures on this beautiful planet. In other words, because we are manipulated by those 

who profit, and/or who function with actions based on beliefs that are based on lies, we 

face more suffering and destruction taking place every day.  Game over!   

 

But then I read the incredible biographies of Alex and Timur, and some brilliant papers 

that have been previously been presented here in the past by a group of individuals who are 

reporting the real facts with ideas, vision, and thought important to the UFO and space 

issue.   

 

 In the USA, there are several groups formed around the UFO issue in the arenas of 

ufology, exopolitics, secret space programs and conspiracy theories.  The point of view of 

these groups leans towards our need to fight or defend ourselves against an “evil alien 

threat.”  I can tell you, I worked in an industry where stories like this are created to get 

votes for bigger budgets for more and better weapons…often under the guise of the need to 
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produce new technology. But there is an evil alien belief system undercurrent spreading, 

though sometimes hidden, that is ludicrous.  I’ve addressed a handful of these kinds of 

UFO conferences, but not one of them stood for supporting peace in space with the ETs.  

In the U.S., people are often taught to hate and fear. Violence, disinformation, distractions, 

discrediting and lies prevail around any issue related to the evolution of our consciousness 

concerning the UFO reality. Commonly, I do not address this issue.  I focus on the Treaty 

and cooperation in space. But it’s time! 

Those who preach war and fear, of course, tell us we need space-based weapons to protect 

our country from other hostile nations, the first being, naturally, Russia. China. Or, now, 

North Korea.  How many identifying of the next and next so-called enemies have YOU 

lived through. Since I’m here publicly confessing to various “demonized” behavior I’ve 

observed, I will also confess that my husband and I voted for now President Donald 

Trump. For one reason and one reason only: because he said during his presidential 

campaign, “Wouldn’t it be better to be friends with Russia than enemies?” And for saying 

that, he is vilified, with people around him now being investigated for possible collusion 

with this country, with Russia.  

 

In the context of how UFOs impact States, countries, and the state of every life and our 

environment, what could be more important, especially in terms of being able to apply this 

issue to enhancing relationships and to our very survival?  Of course, other than to paint 

little green beings or make joke about the UFO reality, this issue is not taken seriously in 

most circles, or, significantly, in the media.  But worse, as an educator, I’m sad to discover 

that many in the upper echelons of the military industrial intelligence government Complex 

in the U.S. are uneducable. They either don’t believe in the ET reality, don’t want to hear 

about this, deny it, or collapse in terror believing the evil aliens are coming to steal, 

enslave, or harm.  There are too many belief systems, interpretations and perceptions.  

People don’t know how to discern for that the truth is about this issue, and who is telling it.  

There are no coordinators in the public, in defense, or in social, governmental, scientific, or 

industry arenas that support the reality that NONE of them are hostile. So all information 

disclosed generally gets warped into the evil alien scenarios. I pay no attention. It’s more 

important to search out like minds who will support each others’ fact-based research and 

have it applied where it can do some good.  Talking to most in that UFO arena, though 

they are often very nice, is a waste of time for me. Because we need real changes in how 

this issue is perceived and acted upon. RIGHT NOW! 

 

Consider this: right now there is only international cooperation in space.  But please hear 

this: three UFO conference coordinators have told me that peaceful cooperation in space 

will not sell tickets! In the U.S. there is a common phrase that is often used to explain 

something: “Follow the money.” Sad, but true.  

 

For the first time, just in the past few short weeks, I’ve been watching greater than ever 

space and defense conferences going on, but no mention of the UFO issue.  And new 

organizations forming to support human evolution into space, new technologies, etc. 

backed by highly credentialed men from deep in the intelligence, defense, intelligence, 
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government jobs (ie. CIA, DARPA,, DIA, NSA, military branches, NASA, Lockeed  

(Skunkworks), Boeing, etc.) openly touting their credentials while subtly supporting at 

least one organizational founder well known for his evil alien/nuke ‘em in space agenda.  

All seeking funds, of course. You’ll see members of the Congress to the Complex 

supporting weapons and wars: follow the $$.  You are going to see more propaganda about 

cooperation and space and exciting innovations, also, but behind the scenes is an agenda 

related to producing and deploying weapons for space. In military lore, the mandate in 

battle is always “Take the high ground.” The troops that take the high ground control 

everything below. The ultimate high ground is, of course, in our time, space…the spac 

above all our heads. Seize the high ground, space, and you control everything and 

everyone on earth and in space from space. That is the real purpose of emplacing weapons 

in space. It is not really about fighting so-called evil aliens. That’s just yet another enemy 

to use as an excuse. These so-called enemies, including antagonizing them, are only 

excuses for basing weapons in space. The so-called alien threat is “the Last Card” that von 

Braun predicted would be played. I testified to von Braun’s warning at the famous press 

conference called The Disclosure Project held at The National Press Club in Washington, 

D.C. in 2001. 

 

But no matter what is going on in any department or organization right now to collect and 

analyze data and funds, it is being done in the context of fear…the old earthbound 

“national security” mandate. As if a space-based weapon could solve any problem!  What 

is most important to do is to literally create the reality we want, of course, putting all of our 

time and energy, our full consciousness into creating an entirely new game to replace the 

war gaming.  Uncovering the old game is good to do. But it’s been done, and is 

continually.  But only a handful of us, for now, respect the vital impact UFOs have, can 

have, and will have on the State, the countries, and on the “state” of all lives and our 

environment…for the good.  Here, today, is where a new educational process can begin.  

This new process must be aimed at our nation leaders, who are concerned about their 

“national security,” and among all who can influence them. And especially in the media, to 

let them know that aliens, ETs, visiting cosmic cultures, are here and come in peace, and 

are not fighting in space. They obviously have traveled distances and come with great 

information and insights that we desperately need.  Right now!  Because the most 

important thing we can do is to create the reality we want…and that will not happen if 

humans place weapons above all our heads, pointed down and up.  And, because we are in 

the accelerating human extinction process, if humanity has any chance at all of surviving 

our species, we’d better gather our best information and get the ban on space-based 

weapons fast…or weapons will be deployed. And this is why I’m here. To present to you a 

rationale and real action steps that we can each do…SO easily.  Easy but also very, very 

urgent. 

 

One UFO conference after another, selling books that are cranked out quoting each other’s 

fictions as though they are facts; many evil alien films, documentaries, photos, and 

speeches and more including TV series bearing that evil alien fiction, that terribly 

destructive myth…could present you positive visions! 
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I phoned Elon Musk, the producer of the Tesla automobile who is now sending rockets to 

the International Space Station as well, to request one statement of support for maintaining 

space as a peaceful environment. His top people told me that he will not make a statement 

about peace in space.  There it is again: Follow the money!  And famed scientist Steven 

Hawkings also assures us and warns us, from his wheelchair, that we do need to be afraid 

of ETs.   

 

But I’ve kept going, because I made a promise to this wonderful but dying man, Dr. 

Wernher von Braun, known in the United States as the “Father of Rocketry.”  After nearly 

four years working with this great visionary, who had been through so much under Hitler 

and who simply wanted to get humans into space to explore…when he was dying, I 

promised him I would undertake the mission he gave me to prevent the placement of 

weapons in outer space. I have done my best through the institute I founded in 

Washington, D.C. to influence Congressional players, starting a movement with I’m told 

about 50 million people, testifying before the US House and Senate, intelligence 

communities, grass roots to corporations, but the war gaming goes on. And the stated plan 

of the U.S. is to dominate and control everything on earth and in space, from space. I 

promised him I’d do all I can to prevent the “weaponization” of space…specifically the 

basing of weapons in space.  Incidentally I use the term “weaponization” to replace the 

phrase that was commonly used: “militarization” of space because our militaries ARE in 

space to help, not to fight. The militarization of space is different from that on earth, as so 

far it’s peaceful in space. 

 

So I read the impressive biographies of Alex and Timur, and some previously presented 

reports presented at Ziegle’s Readings.  I was, as we say in English, “blown away.”  I 

wanted to come here to hug them for doing all that they have done.  And I realized as well, 

that this is my final opportunity to present something that might help to stimulate an action, 

and to pass the torch.  

 

Alex and Timur suggested this brilliant title: “UFOs and the State.” To me this means that, 

with all the turmoil we are experiencing on this planet, if President Putin will look into 

what UFOs bring to the State, to know about this reality, the truth, he will see this is a 

once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ban all space-based weapons and to reap the enormous 

benefits.  He sees steps ahead. And he will call upon world leaders to sign this Treaty, 

immediately, as he’s a martial artist and also understands timing…now to keep space 

weapons-free.  If he will do this, he will not only be acknowledged for yet another Russian 

First in Space, making his country people proud, but will be known as the first President 

who opened new portals of consciousness and portals to the universes.  Unlimited benefits 

will be going directly to the State, and to all those who join him.   And with this step for 

peace, imagine the world celebration! 

 

I am sure you know President Putin is very smart.  And when you think about all the 

world’s leaders, I think you will agree that he is “the one” for us to reach at this moment to 
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ask him to call on all world leaders to sign the updated Treaty on the Prevention of the 

Placement of Weapons in Outer Space.  Russia and China introduced this Treaty 

originally. The current Treaty is just an updated version produced when President Putin 

called for input in 2008. We put a team together to do this update that included Apollo 

Astronaut, Dr. Edgar Mitchell, Commanders (retired) Will Miller and Dr. Scott Jones, 

Boeing 37 year aerospace executive Abe Kriger, and Former Minister of Defense of 

Canada, Paul Hellyer, who has said that this Treaty is “the most important document of our 

time.”  It now incorporates the best of all relevant previous, current, and proposed treaties. 

There is no need for stalling, for rewrites or debates. We are out of time because the 

deployment of space-based weapons is imminent.  And once there, there is no turning 

back. No, this would be forever an extension of the mindset that creates more wars, 

always, of course, under the guise of it being for “national defense.” The good news is, 

everyone and everything is in place. 

 

I’m now going to share with you something that also has not been said in public before. 

This Treaty has been guided by ETs. They have told some of us that once this is signed 

into binding earth law, that adheres to universal laws and principals, they will come in and 

land, and share vitally important information with us. They don’t sign Treaties.  We do. 

And the information in this Treaty is information about an agreement that will help us 

survive…and allow the ETs to come in safely.  As many of us are now aware, we are on 

the verge of human extinction, some experts say within the next ten years.  About two 

weeks before I came to Russia, there was, for example, a news item that said that a major 

meteorological organization was warning us that the levels of Atmospheric CO2 are now 

the highest in 8000,000 years! And that world methane map! Plus the list of feed-back 

loops that are leading us to fast extinction.  

 

And, for the State that signs this Treaty first, that State, or those States, will be the first to 

experience the opening of portals!  Exciting! And here will come the answers to so many 

questions regarding UFOs and the Cosmos: from structures of the universes, ether matoms, 

protons, etc., to how to heal and clean up our environments (water, food, air, land, 

shelter…) to how to end wars and care for our children and other sacred life.  As von 

Braun taught me: keeping space free of weapons is what will make it possible for budgets 

and brains to be applied to researching and developing projects he envisioned not only to 

go into space, but to find urgently needed solutions and the direct benefits and 

opportunities for all on earth.  

 

Von Braun and I developed an award-winning film series called, It’s Your Turn based on 

what women, minorities, and youth could do with careers and jobs in the fields of science 

and technology.  Inevitably, when he was too ill, I gave his speeches for him.  The first of 

those speeches was to 18,000 educators during which he transmitted what I was to say into 

my left ear without a phone! He taught me what ESP and out of body non-local 

consciousness is and what it can do. WE are that consciousness.  Now we just need a 

president who functions in that frequency to touch others with it.   
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As von Braun would say, “Technology is just an extension of the mind.”  Let’s create a 

sample of an educational system that will provide global education, via satellite, with 

needs and cultures respected around the world.  There is one photo of me with him at the 

first press conference I ever attended, in 1974.  We are standing under the ATS-6 

educational satellite antenna.  We created educational programs across the U.S. using that 

satellite, for doctor and nurse training programs, diagnostic health experiments in remote 

areas of Alaska. And then the satellite was loaned to India where people were shown how 

to plant rice crops in monsoon areas, and how to present entertainment shows in the 

evenings to help keep population growth contained. I saw how every child and adult could 

be educated via satellite.  And now we see how your new ideas and information can be 

networked, world wide, in seconds!      

 

But the most amazing part of this episode with von Braun was when I gave that first 

speech to the 18,000 educators in his place as he was too ill with cancer to attend. Von 

Braun had told me not to worry because he’d be there, he’d call, if I needed help 

introducing a live satellite demonstration.  But, there was no phone on the podium.  

Suddenly, von Braun was speaking in my left ear, transmitting that first speech, and I’d 

like to repeat, without a telephone!  What the mind can do!  Yet there were people who 

would try to discredit this great man, with lies. How many times have I heard he was a 

NAZI who worked with enslaved prisoners. But the reality was that he could only work 

with highly educated technical experts.  He was even imprisoned for trying to get better 

conditions for prisoners when he found out about them. There are so many von Braun 

stories I wish I had time to share. The bottom line is that it is time for all of us to tell the 

truth, especially about ETs and UFOs because, in those days, he didn’t dare speak out.  But 

he was a master of consciousness, a creator of realities. This is the truth about that great 

and brilliant man. As someone who worked with him day in and day out, I can tell you that 

this is true. And all humans have tremendous capabilities…  

 

 Von Braun had a secret friend who was also experimenting with consciousness, alternative 

ways of thinking and being.  Dr. Timothy Leary. Von Braun agreed that, since Dr. Leary 

was experimenting with LSD and other drugs and plants to expand consciousness, they 

would not announce their friendship, to protect von Braun’s reputation. You can see von 

Braun appearing in a “negative” film photo in the first pages of Dr. Leary’s book, The 

Intelligence Agents. Leary’s methods, though, as in those mind expanding experiments 

were even more controversial than they are today: no wonder, as those in control would not 

want ordinary people to know about what we humans are actually capable of doing when 

not being dumbed down and controlled by fear and carefully taught “beliefs.”   The day I 

first met Timothy, in the sixties, he placed a tiny piece of paper on my tongue that I 

thought was a science experiment.  Well, actually, it was. As had I then learned what von 

Braun tried to say as he spoke of human potential!  I could see through a solid wall to what 

was on the other side, stand in front of a mirror and think myself to disappear.  I could see 

inside my body to the structures and systems keeping me alive, with no x-ray machine.  Go 

out of body and travel around the world and into space without a rocket.  So Timothy 

Leary was often discredited, ridiculed, even imprisoned.  This is why we must all tell the 
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truth now. I had my fingers on the pulse of Timothy’s neck as he “de-animated.”  I knew 

he was dead.  Right?! The hospice  nurse who was there pronounced him dead. But, I heard 

his voice telling me to go behind his dresser and get the camera he had placed there.  I 

thought I must be hallucinating.  But, I did what he directed me to do, and there was a 

camera taped to the back of his dresser. Then he said, “Take my picture.” But, hey, I had 

already heard von Braun telling me from a distant location, “This is how C-U band and K 

band work.” Another lesson in consciousness. Life after death.  A realm from where, in 

fact, we may be receiving our ideas and insights.  Finally, Timothy had his chance to go 

into space, that is, to launch his cremated remains into space on a rocket taking off from 

the Spanish Canary Islands. His ashes went up with the ashes of 26 others, including Dr. 

Gerard O’Neil, author of The High Frontier, rocket scientist Krafft Ehricke, and Star Trek 

creator Gene Roddenberry. When Dr. Leary was dying, I asked him if he had any final 

message and just before he died, he said to me, “We are the light, and it’s our job to shine 

the light on others. Ride the light into space where we shall all meet again.”  And, as the 

rocket was launched from the Canary Islands with cremated remains in vials strapped to 

the rocket, I literally heard Timothy laughing as the rocket with his ashes blasted off. 

Carved on his vial was the message: “PEACE LOVE LIGHT   YOUMEONE” 

 

What has all this got to do with UFOs and the STATE?  It’s all about consciousness. ETs 

imparted many things to me about consciousness.  It’s about what we can create, in the 

context of bringing all the good information being researched and presented here, and 

more. Because it is this new information that is going to awaken us to the common reality 

and message that we too often ignore midst so many distractions. 

 

Right now many humans are stuck in their egos and in belief systems they believe are 

reality. They want the ability to shoot – to shoot UFOs down.  How stupid some of us are. 

Once, while talking with my close friend, Dr. Edgar Mitchell, I asked him, “What am I 

doing wrong?  Am I not articulating this issue well enough? Why are people not hearing 

me?”  And he responded, “Carol, Carol, we’re a stupid species.” And no wonder there is so 

much suffering in destroyed environments on this tiny ball of mud where perpetual wars 

continue, where one to 200 species a day are disappearing, where we’ve created 400 

million orphans, suffering babies alone, and where we have allowed our sources of water, 

food, and air to become so contaminated with toxins and poisons that many of us can no 

longer breathe well and suffer from an epidemic of cancer and so many other serious 

illnesses.  

 

My friend, Dr. John Lilly, in his many books, taught us about the brain as a computer, and 

showed us how, in the Flotation Tank he invented, to experience the extreme quiet we need 

to reach deeply into our inner and outer space, hear our breath and heartbeat, and heal.  

And, of course, he was the first scientist to communicate with dolphins and other animals. 

My friend, Ric O’Barry still works to save captive and wild dolphins, and whales from 

slaughter. I’m always tempted to flee human habitation and move in with gorillas because 

humans kill and gorillas are happy sitting and eating berries and playing with their babies.  

I hesitate to mention this because as I stand here speaking to you, the Bureau of Land 
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Management in the United States is to murder 90 to 100 thousand healthy, beautiful wild 

horses in the United States.  And the hunters still go for tusks and trophy kills to hang on 

their walls and photo ops.   

 

Considering these facts, I think we must ask ourselves, are we even capable of evolving 

sufficiently to invite the ETs in?    

 

Another friend, Buckminster Fuller, you may know of his Bucky Ball and geodesic dome, 

invited many of us to play his “World Game.”  He observed that about 1 per cent of the 

population on this our “Space Ship Earth” makes up a critical mass…and said that tuned 

together could create a new reality on our “ship.”  And I must mention my friend, Lt. Col. 

Jim Channon who created The First Earth Battalion. I was made a General in that battalion 

of peace, General Rosin!!!, for bringing a fax machine into my three hour presentation to 

top managers of the CIA when during a coffee break, with a Lt. Col. Friend, I connected 

the fax machine to the CIA phone line making it possible for a few friends to fax messages 

into this meeting.  And the title of that CIA briefing?   “You Can’t Keep Secrets Any 

More.”  

 

Writing this, I’m reminded of my very first meeting with von Braun when I giggled about 

something he said about asteroids.  Later he told me to “always keep my sense of humor 

because one day things would get very serious.”  

 

Imagine being a President of Your State right now. So many issues to handle.  While this 

UFO issue is the most important.  You wouldn’t know all about it.  So I’m going to write 

come basic questions, and in CAPITAL letters you will find the answers to this “briefing.” 

 

Is there any unified U.S. center that collects and analyzes information about the 

UFO?  NO OFFICIALLY- ONLY USAPS - Unacknowledged Special Access Programs 

 SEE MOVIE “UNACKNOWLEDGED”  (Now on NETFILX);    COVERT USAPS 

TRACK ALL ETV (Extraterrestrial Vehicles) IN REAL TIME VIA SATELLITES WITH 

NEUTRINO LIGHT DETECTORS THAT DETECT ET CRAFT AS THEY STEP-

DOWN OUT OF TRANS-DIMENSIONAL FIELDS INTO 3D SPACE/TIME.  SUCH 

OPS ARE TS-SCI (TOP SECRET SPECIAL COMPARTMENTED 

INFORMATION) - VERY HIGHLY COMPARTMENTALIZED. AIR FORCE AND 

NRO (NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFIC) AND OTHER AGENCIES 

COORDINATE ON A DEEP LEVEL; MAJIC (THE MAJORITY INTELLIGENCE 

COMMITTEE) MANAGES THE SUBJECT.  

  

Anything in the State Department or government, military, industry, intelligence 

arenas...that collects and analyzes UFO information? SEE ABOVE - TS - SCI OPS 

THAT ARE USAPS AND COMPLETELY UNACKNOWLEDGED ARE EMBEDDED 

IN ALL AGENCIES AND RELEVANT INDUSTRIES, THE MEDIA ETC. LOCKHEED 

MARTIN SKUNKWORKS, NORTHROP GRUMMAN, BOEING, BAE SYSTEMS, E-

SYSTEMS, BOOZ ALLEN HAMILTON, AND MANY OTHER COMPANIES 
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CONTRACT.  AEROSPACE COMPANIES HAVE TS-SCI OPS BUILDING MAN-

MADE UFOS ; GRAVITY CONTROL WAS ACHIEVED IN OCTOBER 1954 AND 

HAS BEEN EXPLOITED FULLY BY NOW 

Are there any independent centers in the branches of the armed services focused on 

UFO?  ONLY USAPS; NONE THAT ARE PUBLIC 

 

The Academy of Sciences? OPERATIVES THERE PREVENT THE SUBJECT FROM 

BEING STUDIED OPENLY AND MAINLY RIDICULE (PSY-OPS) THE SUBJECT 

Anywhere else?  

 

Is there any cooperation between public and amateur studies of UFO?  THERE IS NO 

OVERT GOV. / PUBLIC EFFORT. COVERT GOV. USAP OPERATIVES HAVE 

PENETRATED / INFILTRATED ALL CIVILIAN UFO ORGANIZATIONS 

GLOBALLY SINCE THE 1950’S.  

Does UFO research effect any technical, technological, political, idealogical, analytical 

philosophical, etc., developments?  IT EFFECTS ALL OF THEM PROFOUNDLY.  IF 

THE MATTER IS DISCLOSED HONESTLY AND FULLY AND NOT IN THE OLD 

CONTEXT IN WHICH HUMANS ARE AFRAID OR CONCERNED ABOUT 

“NATIONAL SECURITY,” ALL THESE AREAS WILL BE TRANSFORMED 

QUICKLY.  

Does UFO study result in taking into account in outer space activities in making 

decisions on military-political questions?   

If not, what needs to be done to start a state study of the UFO? THE REGULAR 

GOVERNMENT (NOT USAP) IS CLUELESS ABOUT THE REALITY OF THE 

MATTER AND DOES NOT UNDERSTAND ANY OF THE KEY ELEMENTS ABOVE, 

OR INCLUDING THE FACT THAT THERE IS NO THREAT FROM UFO/ET.   THIS 

INCLUDES MOST US PRESIDENTS, AND VIRTUALLY ALL US SENATORS AND 

CONGRESSMEMBERS - THE FEW WHO DO KNOW ARE ASSETS OF MAJIC AND 

ARE EMBEDDED TO KILL ANY DISCLOSURE OR RELATED EFFORTS PROVING 

THEY COME IN PEACE, AND MISLEAD THEIR COLLEAGUES.  

Were there any UFO incidents in the USA that attracted practical institutions from 

the State structures side?  SINCE WWII, UFO EVENTS HAVE BEEN STUDIED, 

DOWNED ET CRAFT REVERSE ENGINEERED, ETC., BUT ONLY IN TS-SCI OPS 

THAT HAVE BECOME USAPS.   

 

And those are just a few of the important questions that pop up in people’s minds, and 

certainly will in our leader’s mind, as we proceed taking steps that will get this Treaty 

signed so the whole old game will change. Fortunately, we have a Treaty to make what we 

need so simple. President Putin has a head start in knowing about peace in space. The 

answers to the above questions all lead to the necessity to maintain only cooperation in 

space, and a readiness to bring in the UFO. Did you notice that “government is clueless? 
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And so, there is the place where we can move in to support this president.   PS.  Still trying 

to keep our sense of humor. 

  

 In the early seventies, I started working closely with Apollo Astronaut Dr. Edgar Mitchell, 

the sixth man on the moon and the founder of the Institute of Noetic Sciences. He 

courageously tried to tell people we are not alone, that NONE of the ETs are hostile, and 

that humanity needs to get the Treaty signed to keep the peace in space so we can have 

peace on earth. When I founded my Institute for Security and Cooperation in Outer Space, 

Edgar was Chairman of my Advisory Board that included Honorary Chair, Sir Arthur C. 

Clarke and science and famed science fiction author who wrote over 500 books, Dr. Issac 

Assimov. I mention these names because they simply had great ideas like you do, ideas 

that awakened me and changed my life.  From these great men, I learned that what we all 

must urgently do is to bring Truth (with a capital “T”) to the world’s leaders, who, if they 

can accept the UFO truth, can make a difference.  If we can accomplish this, we will have 

changed the game and gathered support for all you are doing, and for the survival of all life 

on earth.   

 

But right now the reality of what is occurring is not all peaches and cream! On the 

contrary, it’s more lemons and onions: it’s about producing the next layers of weapons 

systems. It’s about credentialed, dumbed-down, controlled sell-outs who present an 

appearance of caring about or reporting on what happens in space: about new inventions 

for travel and important uses for zero point energy. It’s about the UFO presence merely as 

violent entertainment and messages in forthcoming movies and television series about evil 

aliens, angels, and demons, often with an emphasis on demons…not love.   

 

But, as Alex and Timur reached out to touch me, if I can do anything to touch you, to pass 

the torch I’ve been holding aloft all these years in a way that you will take it and run with 

it, in this that is possibly the last speech I will ever give, I’m here to do just that, to touch 

your hearts and minds. 

 

In my prayers at quiet times, I have been continually told that it is very important for me to 

meet with, look into the eyes of President Putin. I am certain that he has the wisdom to 

know what to do.   

 

And I know it is important for you to do this one thing, if you will accept this mission: 

contact President Putin.  Share with him your most positive visions of how the Treaty and 

the revelation of the UFO reality will have a positive impact on the STATE of Mother 

Russia, her inhabitants, and her environment.   

 

As organizations form and continually update, something you may not know is that the 

new Vice President of the United States, Vice President Pence, has been named to head a 

new National Space Council which is based on humans moving into space safely and 

profitably: to use space to build a national security system that will supposedly defend us. 

Of course, unfortunately, we also have people preparing to fight a war in space and from 
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space. Fortunately, we are in a country, here in Russia, whose president has called for 

peace and cooperation in space.  And, as we speak, more and more countries are joining 

together in agreements for joint space ventures. So this is the perfect moment in history for 

President Putin to call all world leaders together who want peace to come forward to sign 

this Treaty that will keep the peace in space, for peace on earth. 

 

There is a United States Air Force booklet called “Vision 2020.” This book still represents 

the profit and security position of the United States…based on domination and control. I 

hope with all my heart that that old game of secrets and lies is about to end.  As everything 

in space is now, thanks to all the cooperative ventures, verifiable. And enforcement takes 

place in space by the nature of this cooperation…not with weapons based in space.  In 

other words, NOW is the time for us to help create the new vision based on the impact of 

the reality of UFOs and the STATE!  

 

I’d now like to suggest that we could come out of this event with the invention of a new 

world in space game that will be very important and exciting, a game perhaps called 

something like “UFOs and the STATE.”  Apps, games, comic books, books, movies, 

documentaries, TV series, speeches, new kinds of media interviews, corporate profits on 

peaceful products and services, a new marketplace for new jobs and training programs and 

better ways of living, end to poverty and illnesses, respect for all sacred life and homes for 

all including the orphans, a new marketplace of products and services that can be applied 

directly to solving urgent and potential earth problems..   Unlimited numbers of Earth and 

Cosmos players will be invited to join in and play this new, exciting reality game.  And 

everyone wins! We can credit Alex and Timur for this title and this inspiration while, at the 

same time, honoring  the dream of Felix Zeigel and the work of the Ecology of the 

Unknown and KONTI.  To run this game, we’re going to need a good chess player, so the 

Honorary Executive Producer of this new game will be President Vladimir Putin, with 

additional producers he will designate as they accept his invitation to join him in the 

signing of the Treaty on the Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space.  This 

simply assures that, as the new world in space game proceeds, there will be no space-based 

weapons. This game will be based on cooperative civil, commercial, entrepreneurial, and 

military space ventures that apply direct benefits to humanity and all animals and sacred 

life and to our environments…benefits yet to be known about until the new portals open.   

There will be games of continued Research and Development, of exploration, of every type 

of creative living, working for all ages and in al cultures, as humans continue  exploring 

and venturing in space and as we humans communicate and travel with our earth and 

cosmic neighbors further into the universes than ever before.  It can be a board game that 

people can play at home no matter where one lives from in nature to around the dining 

room table, or maybe it’s an app or many apps made from information right out of this 

event.   Protocols for welcoming UFO landings, as well as meetings with all cultures on 

earth and in space can be parts of this new world in space game.  As we humans start to 

play, our consciousness will automatically rise to a higher frequency in which we will be 

able to see that we, and the children, can create for our whole new world in space game. 

Human consciousness will automatically be raised at all age levels and in all cultures with 
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understandings so that our diversities and oneness will be respected lovingly.  And the 

egomaniacal, neurotic and pathological characteristics of our traditional cultures will heal 

and dissolve or be brought under a safe control as our old history drops away and a whole 

new “herstory” emerges.  This new game is in honor of and confirmation of Felix Ziegel’s 

predictions that: 

 Over time, the very existence of UFO phenomena will affect the life of  every person 

on earth. 

 The UFO phenomenon will be very carefully investigated at global and at all levels. 

 UFOLOGY as a subject of study will be taught in schools.   

 

TO DO: 

1) Spread the word: WE ARE NOT ALONE AND NONE OF THEM ARE HOSTILE. 

WAR IS OVER. 

2) Contact President Putin. Ask him to call leaders to sign the agreement, the Treaty on 

the Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space 

3) Network the truth about UFO and the STATE: unlimited benefits to the State, our 

country, and to the state of every human of every age or every condition of very 

culture as the news and the call goes out and the leaders sign on ,and as we play the 

game and the portals open with no fear.   

 

Wernher von Braun escaped from the grip of a horrible war and came to the United States 

to spread his wings. Others escaped to Russia.  We can all escape from the horrible scenes 

confronting us now on this tiny planet as we replace them.  Most important is to reach 

President Putin because, with no Treaty, there is no way this new world in space game can 

be played.  The pivotal message we can and must universally share everywhere is that  

“NONE OF THEM ARE HOSTILE.” DUH!  We are still here!  Those words, “none of 

them are hostile,” are a code, a password, for a new game to begin that will replace the old 

code words, “national security” which are the code words for yet another series of wars.  

This is how we can move from those who are attempting to change the words 

“Unidentified Flying Objects,” UFOs, to “Unidentified Aerial Threats.” THREATS!   

There are no threats from UFOs.   

We can now change UFOs to IFOs: Identified Friendly Objects!  

 

I hope you are ready. Because now is the time for us to RIDE OUR LIGHT INTO SPACE 

WITH OUR FRIENDS, to SHINE OUR LIGHT ON EVERYONE.  As the great English 

poet, Gerard Manley Hopkins, said in his great poem, “The Starlight Night” 

                         “LOOK at the stars! look, look up at the skies! 

                         O look at all the fire-folk sitting in the air!” 

 

LET’S PLAY 

“UFO AND THE STATE” 


